WARBIRDS: Report & photography by Moose Peterson

Left: A five-ship formation of the Texas Flying Legends’ P-40K, FM-2P Wildcat, Spitfire
MkIXc, P-51 Mustang “Dakota Kid II”, and B-25J “Betty’s Dream.”
Below: The Texas Flying Legends Museum pilots: (left to right) Warren Pietsch - Zero
& Spitfire, Casey Odegaard - P-51D Mustang, Mark Murphy - SIC B-25 “Betty’s Dream,”
Alan Miller - PIC B-25 “Betty’s Dream”, Congressman Sam Graves - TBM Avenger, Bernie
Vasquez - P-40K, Mike Schiffer - Corsair & Wildcat.
Oshkosh, they honored the veterans they had as guests in Warbird Alley, as well as reenacted the painting of Invasion Stripes on
their C-47. And the TFLM squadron was also honored to fly for
President George H.W. Bush at his home in Maine.
The TFLM is incredibly active. They display their squadron in
three main locations during the year to support other museums
and organizations, while encouraging the public to come up and
touch history. Home base is Ellington Field in Houston about six
months of the year. They are then in Minot, North Dakota at Dakota Territory Air Museum for three months each year. They also
visit Wiscasset, Maine and the Fargo Air Museum in Fargo, North
Dakota before heading back to Houston. This is a traveling collection used to educate up-and-coming generations about the commitment it takes to maintain our freedoms.

An amazing warbird collection

“We acquire the best flying World War II aircraft available today, then campaign these Flying Legends across our great nation
with a message of inspiration and honor,” says Pietsch. “The Texas Flying Legends Museum is here to remind our younger generations of these characteristics that have been shown throughout our country’s history, making us the greatest nation in the
world. We hope that these pristine warbirds can provide a sense
of inspiration.”

And acquire some gorgeous aircraft they have done. The first
was the P-51D Dakota Kid II (BuNo. 44-74524) in 2010. Then
added were P-51D Little Horse (BuNo. 45-11586), an A6M221 Zero, an FG-1D Corsair (BuNo. 92489), the P-40K Aleutian
Tiger (BuNo. 42-10256), and the B-25J Betty’s Dream (BuNo.
10847686).
But they’re not finished. They have stayed true to their mantra
of acquiring the best flying World War II aircraft. In keeping with
the mission of the TFLM, here’s a brief account of the acquisition
and the names of some of their aircraft.
P-51D Dakota Kid II. Also known by some as Long Island Kid,
this P-51 was built in 1945. In 1990 it was restored by Jerry Beck,
with Bob Odegaard doing the wings and helping Jerry with finals.
The original Dakota Kid was named in March 1944 at Steeple
Morden, England. The first was a P-51C that was later replaced
with a D model flown by Lt. Noble Peterson of New England,
North Dakota. Peterson later was promoted to Capt. and flew 106
combat missions during two tours March 1944–May 1945. Like
many Mustangs of the day, his main mission was bomber escort
as part of the 355th Fighter Group. He was part of what became
known as “Steeple Morden Strafers” who, on secondary missions,
had the honor of destroying more aircraft on the ground during
strafing missions than any other fighter group. During his two
tours of duty, Peterson was credited with three kills and four
probables. Peterson and his crew chief, Robert Coleman, were
reunited after sixty-one years in the shadow of Dakota Kid II at
Davis Monthan AFB, Arizona.
P-51D Little Horse. The pilot of Little Horse, Ken Dahlberg,
inspired Paul Ehlen to rebuild it with the help of Jerry Beck.
Pilot and plane were reunited in 2006. In May of 1944, Dahlberg
arrived in England as part of the 354th Fighter Group, a P-51
Mustang squadron. Being trained to fly the P-47, he only had
a half-hour orientation flight before his first combat. Four days
after arriving in the new Group, his first flight was on 6 June,
D-Day, escorting C-47s dropping troops over Normandy. An ace

The Texas Flying Legends Museum
Honoring Our past. Inspiring Our Future.
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onoring our Past. Inspiring our Future. The goal of the
Texas Flying Legends Museum (TFLM) is to bring their
squadron of remarkable World War II aircraft to the public, and tell their story by using the aircraft as a platform
to inspire and educate. The Texas Flying Legends Museum
is a very unique flying museum. Visiting and supporting institutions’ historical outreach, flying and participating in airshows, being part of memorials, plus so much more, they keep our history
alive.
The mission of the Texas Flying Legends is as unique and special as the aircraft they fly. There’s an A6M2 Zero from the Solomon Islands; a TBM-3E that sank three ships in World War II, its
prop signed by President Bush; and Betty’s Dream, the most distinctive B-25 in the air today. These are just a few of their aircraft
they fly to honor and inspire. This is in celebration of our history
and the freedoms we enjoy today.
“We are into small shows and the support of other museums
WWW.AIRSHOWMAG.COM

where we can bring in our aircraft so people can come up and
touch our planes,” says Warren Pietsch, vice president and chief
pilot. “These planes are great representations of the virtue,
strength, pride, and valor that each member of our armed forces carried with them during a period of time when our country
needed them most.”
The Texas Flying Legends Museum also has a deep commitment to our veterans, to tell their story and thank them for the
freedoms we enjoy today. “Because these men and women fought
for our country, then came home and built this country, we feel
they should be honored for all they have done for all of us,” continues Pietsch.
Some of their past salutes included the 70th Doolittle Raiders reunion in 2012, where the entire squadron participated. In
their hangar at Ellington Field during the 2013 Wings over Houston Airshow, they hosted the reunion for the 345th Bomb Group
and 352nd Fighter Squadron. And at 2014 EAA AirVenture in
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Battle Over the Pacific

The Texas Flying Legends Museum’s B-25 Betty’s Dream, A6M2 Zero, and P40K re-create a scene that could have taken place over the Pacific during
World War II. The goal of the Texas Flying Legends is to bring a squadron of
remarkable World War II aircraft and their story to the public, using the aircraft as a platform to inspire and educate (photo by Moose Peterson).
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...WARBIRDS
Right: The museum’s FG-1D Corsair never
saw battle during World War II, but the
restoration is top-notch, having won the
trophy for best World War II aircraft at EAA
AirVenture 2010.
Middle: The Texas Flying Legends’ Spitfire
MkIXc is an actual World War II veteran.
Bottom: The Texas Flying Legend’s A6M-21
Zero was restored from a wreck discovered in
the Ballale Island jungles in the Solomons. It is
the only A6M-21 still flying in the world.

credited with 14 ½ victories, Dahlberg served as an inspiration
for all of his squadron and then later in life as a businessman.
A6M-21 Zero. The Texas Flying Legend’s A6M-21 was
restored from a wreck discovered in the Ballale Island jungles in
the Solomons in 1965. In 1968, Bob Diemert recovered several
wrecked Japanese aircraft, and from these, he completed two
Zeros, both going to museums. He sold the rest of the remaining
parts in the 1990s to John and Earl Calverley, who constructed
the Nakajima A6M2 by duplicating about 14,000 parts from
originals with 5% of the plane being original. The paint scheme
was based on an A6M-21 shot down and
photographed by Americans on Russell Island.
The final restoration is stunning, being praised by
Japanese aeronautical engineers and other world
experts. The one modification from the original is
its Pratt & Whitney 1830-75. It is the only A6M21 still flying in the world.
FG-1D Corsair. The Texas Flying Legend’s
Corsair is a thing of beauty. The Navy accepted this
FG-1D on July 26, 1945. It never saw war, but was
moved about the country as a trainer and then in
reserve until 1957. Originally designed and built
by Vought (FU), Goodyear (FG) contributed to
the number of Corsairs constructed as the aircraft
played a major role in the U.S. island hopping
campaign in World War II. Taking the Oshkosh
2010 trophy for best World War II aircraft, the
restoration of this aircraft is top shelf. Here is just
a highlight of some of the great detail seen in this
FG-1D: functional tail hook system complete with

wooden tail hook alignment strips, unmodified
instrument panel with original instruments,
functional fluorescent cockpit lighting, three-point
canopy rear view mirrors, functional pilot’s relief
tube, original World War II radio, working Mk.8
gun sight, functional 16mm gun camera, original
Corsair engine, and much more.
P-40K Aleutian Tiger. The Texas Flying Legend’s
P-40K is one of two found in a marsh in Russia.
It was part of the lend lease program with Russia
and crash landed in Murmansk after mixing it up
with JG-5 German aircraft. Most likely the P-40s
were flown across Canada, then the Aleutians, and
then Siberia to the western front. JLt II. Mikhajlov,
pilot of one of the P-40s, became disorientated after
the combat with the JG-5 and crash-landed in the
marsh on the Kola Peninsula. They were discovered
in 1991, brought back to the states, and Warhawks,
Inc. completed restoration in 2006. The P-40K was
painted in the markings of the 11th Fighter Group, 343 Fighter
Group that was based in the Aleutian Islands, the Tigers.
B-25J Betty’s Dream. The Texas Flying Legends’ B-25 has
been said by some to be the finest restored B-25 flying today.
It memorializes Capt. Charles E. “Pop” Rice, Jr. who was the
Operations Officer of the 499th Squadron in the New Guinea
campaign. The B-25s were modified with extra fuel tanks and
nose guns for low level strafing attacks. Rice was assigned to
Betty’s Dream in June of 1945. The aircraft was a late-model B-25J
with standard Squadron and Group markings. Co-piloted by Lt
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Left: The Texas Flying Legends’ B-25 “Betty’s Dream” memorializes Capt.
Charles E. “Pop” Rice, Jr. who was the Operations Officer of the 499th
Squadron in the New Guinea campaign.
Bottom: Two Texas Flying Legends P-51D Mustangs. Both “Little Horse” and
“Dakota Kid II” commemorate P-51s that played key roles in the Allied victory
in Europe during World War II.

Victor Tatelman, Betty’s Dream escorted two “Betty” bombers
carrying the Japanese peace envoys to Ie Shima on August 19,
1945, and again on the return mission from the conference in
Manila with General MacArthur’s staff. By the time these talks
ended World War II, Betty’s Dream carried 22 mission symbols
and two silhouettes representing sunken Japanese ships.
FM-2P Wildcat. The Texas Flying Legend’s FM-2P Wildcat is
one of those aircraft where its exact history is not crystal clear, as
the BuNo. 86777 manufacture date is not known. It is believed
that in the mid 1970s it was part of a spray operation in Medford,
Oregon. There were four “flying” Wildcats there along with lots of
spares. It is believed BuNo. 86777 was broken up for parts in the
1950s and then the data plate and fuselage was used to create the
FM-2P we see today. Junior Burchinall restored it to a warbird in
1974. In 1980 it was sold to Howard Pardue, who finished it off
into the Wildcat we see today. Texas Flying Legends acquired it
in 2012.
Spitfire MkIXc. The “Half Stork” Spitfire MkIXc is a World

War II vet. Nine days after D-Day, Spitfire MK959 was
transferred to the 329 Free French RAF Squadron based
at Marston, England. MK959 was coded 5A-K and
was flown by five different pilots on nineteen combat
missions flying over the D-Day beachhead on patrol. In
1994, MK959 was sold to Texan Raybourne Thompson.
Thompson was a veteran of many restorations, and when
looking for a new project, wasn’t thinking of a Spitfire.
Thompson recognized the enormity of the project from
the start, retired from his job, and turned to his long time
right hand, Bob Guttman, to get MK959 back in the air. “This
was going to be the first Spitfire built from the ground up in the
U.S. and I talked to a lot of people before I started the project,”
Thompson said. “When it arrived it was just a corroded hulk;
basically a pattern. I knew from the start that we would have
to replace every rivet because the Spitfire had been built with
magnesium rivets.” In February 2004, MK959 took to the skies
again with Spitfire veteran pilot Elliott Cross at the stick. In 2005,
MK959 made its public debut at AirVenture in Oshkosh. In 2007,
Thompson sold MK959 to Tom Duffy, Claire Aviation in Millville,
NJ. There MK959 sat with very little operation for the next eight
years. It joined TFLM in 2015.

an important mission

The mission of the Texas Flying Legends Museum is simplistic
in nature yet complex in execution. Using some of the finest flying examples of the aircraft that defined our world, they attract
the public to their wings. There, with personal contact
and trading cards, they tell the story of the aircraft and the
men and boys who manned them to win a war, setting the
stage for the freedoms we enjoy today.
Texas Flying Legends engage their audience, and challenge them to get involved. By supporting our veterans
and sharing with them past history, they not only preserve
it, but also make it possible for many to relive it again today. It’s a mission that is as humble, yet as important, a
goal as the aircraft they fly. To learn more about the Texas
Flying Legends Museum or see their schedule, head to
http://texasflyinglegends.org.
Since 1981, Moose Peterson and his wife Sharon have
dedicated their lives to their passion for photographing the
life history of our endangered wildlife and wild places. Educating the public about our wild heritage is their hallmark.
In recent years, Moose has added aviation photography
to his pursuits, with the same goal of preserving our aviation heritage for future generations. Moose has been published in over 143 magazines and is the author of 28 books.
http://www.moosepeterson.com/.
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